With so much uncertainty in South African universities many families are looking for alternatives after
high school for their children. Choosing to study overseas is a good option & has many benefits. Here
are a few:

1. Variety of course choice - Studying overseas will allow you to have more options on what to
study. If you are also unsure of what to study, places like the USA & Canada let you choose
your concentration at the end of 2nd year-- giving you plenty of time to find your passion. You
can also double major or do a major/minor concentration. The possibilities are endless.
2. Study at top universities - the USA, UK, & Canada have some of the world leading
universities. While some can be very hard to get into, Varsity Abroad students have been
admitted to some of the top universities in these regions. Have a look at our Success rate.
3. Broaden your view - Studying overseas will help you mingle with people from other areas of
the world. This will help expand your views, learn about different cultures & expose you to
different perspectives. In today’s global economy, being worldly is a definite advantage.
4. Expanding job opportunities - Students at international universities have a global network
of internships opportunities that can lead to post graduation job placements in the host
country or elsewhere in the world.
5. Networking - There is a reason why they say it’s all about “who you know”. The people you will
meet while studying overseas will be invaluable to you. You might end up creating companies,
business ideas, & having access to the global alumni network. Mark Zuckerberg & Chris
Hughes founded Facebook while they were roommates at Harvard! You never know!

Can I apply to international universities with a South African Matric?
Yes, you can!* Universities in the USA, UK & Canada welcome students from all over the
world. There are admissions officers who are assigned specifically to our region and who are
familiar with the NSC/IEB expectations.
*with some exemptions at selective UK universities

What is required to be admitted to an international university?
The first thing universities will want to know is what curriculum you are following: NSC, IEB,
Cambridge, American regular diploma, etc. Depending on your curriculum there will be
specific expectations, regardless of your nationality.
Thereafter there will be additional requirements depending on the university & the country you
are applying to, such as SAT’s, IELTS, teacher recommendations, referee statement, and so
on.
What is the SAT & how do I prepare?
The SAT is one of the standardized tests used by American Universities to compare applicants
and see how ready they are to succeed at university. The test has 2 parts: Reading/writing &
Maths, with an optional essay required by some universities. Each section is scored out of
800 points, while the essay is scored out of 24 points. The more selective the university you
are applying to, the higher scores that will be expected for each SAT section.
At Varsity Abroad we make sure that students are aware of their SAT score expectations so
that we select universities that are a realistic reach. We also offer our students SAT prep via
our own VA test Prep course or with our one-to-one tutors. Contact us to discuss which option
is best for you.

At Varsity Abroad we will make sure that:

✓ Students get a recommendation of universities that will fit their areas of interest (What
you want to study), academic performance (chances of getting accepted), location (Where
they want to study), & budget (Your study abroad budget).

✓ Students understand which High School courses are important to universities & how they
review students’ progress from grades 9-12. (UK, USA, Canada)

✓ Families learn about types of financial aid available to them.
✓ Students learn what extra mural activities are important to universities.
✓ Students learn what tests to take, and when to take them.
When considering the costs for studying abroad, seeking professional help to
explore all your options makes sense!

Your Varsity Abroad Overseas University counselor will:

✓ Help students manage application stress.
✓ Help students stay on top of application deadlines
✓ Help students find and compare schools that are a good fit for their needs
✓ Provide guidance in the university application to help students stand out from other
applicants.

✓ Provide students & families peace of mind by keeping them informed of the requirements
in international university admissions.

✓ Answer questions and address concerns students and their families may have during the
application process.

I began Varsity Abroad with just one private student. He got into Harvard. The following year I
had 6 students and they got offers into Stanford, Amherst, U Chicago, Harvard & a few
others. Each year since I have worked with some fantastic students and helped them attain
admissions to some amazing universities.
These are just a few of them. VIEW the full history of my students success Here!
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Harvard
Stanford
Columbia University
University of
Pennsylvania
Cornell
Amherst
Duke
Dartmouth
UCLA
Northwestern
University College
London

● University of
Southern California
● Imperial College
London
● St. Andrews
University
● The University of
Edinburgh
● University of Sussex
● London School of
Economics
● Royal Holloway

● Manchester
Metropolitan University
● University of
Amsterdam
● Utrecht University
● University of Groningen
● University of Toronto
● University of British
Columbia
● Dalhousie University
● Guelph university
● and many more...

Varsity Abroad offers individualized and professional support.
Guided by Wendy Beato, a certified university advisor with over 18 years of experience, your student will
receive a list of university recommendations that are the “right fit” for them based on their interests,
academic performance, where they want to study, and your study abroad budget. Thereafter Wendy will
mentor you and your student through every aspect of the application process.
Our services include:
●
●
●
●
●

University selection
Essay guidance & review
Teacher recommendations
University applications
SAT prep & more.

Visit our website for more details about Our Services
Wendy’s experience has helped narrow down the amount of support hours and services that students
applying to universities in various international regions will need.

From researching universities,

completing the applications (UCAS, Common app, UC, Coalition), discussing essay topics, essay strategies
and feedback, to allowing her to monitor, prompt and motivate students at specific times of the
application cycle, among other areas.
Families can work with Varsity Abroad on a consultation basis or through one of various support packages
available.
Book a private consultation with Wendy to discuss your questions and discuss your options.

